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Oceans are essential to human survival and prosperity and yet human activities are 
pushing many marine species toward extinction. The best way to maintain the oceans’ 
diversity, abundance and resilience is to protect habitats for marine life.

To promote this goal, Marine Conservation Institute has launched the Global Ocean 
Refuge System (GLORES, pronounced “glories”) to catalyze strong protection for at least 
30% of the ecosystems in each marine biogeographic region of the world’s oceans by 2030.

Our Mission
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“There is no single more important task for humanity than safeguarding the planet’s oceans. If we 
lose the oceans everything is lost. It is difficult to avoid clichés such as ‘cradle of life’ but it is true. 
It will take all of us working together. I put my energy and contributions into Marine Conservation 
Institute because it has the far reaching vision so necessary for making a different world, a world 
that embraces the seas and all their life.”

~  David Johns, Professor of Political Science
Portland State University

& Marine Conservation Institute’s Board Chair
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“GLORES is fighting to protect that which I love, and I feel lucky that I am able to help the 
initiative.”

~  Joe Platko, Underwater Photographer
& GLORES  Partner Photographer



582,578 square miles and created the first marine national monument in the Atlantic that protects 5,000 
square miles around biologically rich deep-sea canyons and seamounts. We also co-founded the California 
Seamount Coalition to begin a campaign to conserve these biodiverse and fragile ecosystems. Our proposal 
formed the basis of the California Seamount Coalition’s work and was featured in the cover article of February 
2017’s National Geographic magazine.

While we were working hard in U.S. waters, we were also developing our other strategic initiative – the Global 
Ocean Refuge System (GLORES). GLORES is designed to improve the quality of protection and recover marine 
life, restoring the benefits that a healthy ocean provides us. Scientists in marine research know that strongly 
protecting critical habitats is essential for maintaining intact, functioning ocean ecosystems upon which human 
beings are utterly dependent. To grow our capacity we added a GLORES Science Fellow, Dr. Sarah Hameed, 
who contributed greatly to finalizing the science-based criteria for Global Ocean Refuges and establishing the 
GLORES Science Council. We are thrilled about this growth because in September of 2017 we will announce 
the first round of Global Ocean Refuges at the 4th International Marine Protected Areas Congress in Chile. 

Our other 2016 highlights included hosting a marine reserves workshop with Oceans Five and Ocean Unite in 
Washington D.C. and co-publishing a detailed report on North American marine protected area coverage— 
“Dare to be Deep: SeaStates North America”. Internationally, at the World Conservation Congress, we 
advocated for a resolution to protect 30% of the ocean by 2030. It won strong support and we backed a similar 
United Nations’ motion to protect the high seas. Saving the high seas’ marine biodiversity will remain an 
organizational priority moving forward.

The year ended on a very different tone for us as we became aware that the new administration in the U.S. 
would be anti-environment. We will be working hard in 2017 to defend the last decade of ocean protections 
that began under President G.W. Bush to safeguard America’s national marine treasures. This will be a 
daunting challenge, but with your support, we will be fighting hard.

Finally, despite changes within the U.S., the global community continues to move forward to protect our 
climate and oceans. We will continue to work together to advance ocean conservation and to create stronger 
marine reserves in waters around the globe. We are so grateful for your support and looking forward to 
working with you in 2017.

Lance Morgan, Ph.D.
President & CEO
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We advocated for new, strongly protected areas in the marine waters 
of the United States, and worked for new Marine National Monument 
designations by President Obama in 2016. The President expanded 
Papahānaumokuākea Marine National Monument from 139,818 to 
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President’s Message
Dear Ocean Friends, 

2016 was an exciting year for ocean protection, and your support 
made a big difference. More progress was made in establishing marine 
protected areas (MPAs) last year than any previous year. Nations 
around the world committed to protecting 4.25 million square miles of 
the ocean, bringing the total area of ocean protected to 3%. This is great 
progress, and demonstrates that oceans are finally starting to get the 
respect they deserve.
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“Healthy ocean ecosystems provide food and livelihoods and support the well-being of people 
all over the world. But designing effective protection for sustainable, resilient, and productive 
ecosystems is no small task. By serving as a science advisor to GLORES, I hope to help shine a 
spotlight on MPAs that are designed for success.”

~ Dr. Kirsten Grorud-Colvert, University of Oregon  
& GLORES Science Council member
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GLOBAL

SYSTEM
Ocean Refuge

GLORES
There is an urgent need for a Global Ocean Refuge 
System (GLORES pronounced “glories”) to protect 
wild ocean places and the marine life in them.  

The problem: The world’s oceans are in 
serious trouble

Healthy oceans are essential to human prosperity. 
For millennia oceans have provided our food, 
fueled our economies, and generated the oxygen we 
breathe. They absorb carbon from our atmosphere, 
and transport most international trade. Our oceans 
are key to our economies, food security, national 
security--our very survival.  

But overfishing, rampant development of our coasts, 
industrialization, pollution and habitat destruction 
have pushed our oceans to the brink of disaster. 
These critical challenges will have lasting effects. Add 
to that the effects of climate change -- warming seas, 
ocean acidification and deoxygenation -- and we face 
a daunting challenge.

Decisive action to safeguard marine life and 
biodiversity is urgently needed. Yet inadequate 
political will for long-term sustainable policies 
continues to thwart meaningful protections and 
governments move slowly. 

Marine Conservation Institute was founded as a 
nongovernmental organization in 1996 to accelerate 
conservation efforts and advocate for the protections 
our oceans need to thrive.

The solution: A strategic network of marine 
protected areas 

Overwhelming evidence shows that well-placed, 
well-managed and well-enforced marine protected 
areas (MPAs) help marine populations rebound 
and flourish, and renew biodiversity in surrounding 
areas. The Global Ocean Refuge System (GLORES 
pronounced ‘glories’) is driving the creation and 
improvement of MPAs throughout the world.

For 20 years, Marine Conservation Institute has 
helped protect significant areas of our oceans, 
including over 600,000 square miles of the central 
Pacific. Thanks to our efforts and those of many 
others, 1.6% of the global ocean is now strongly 
protected in “no-take” reserves, where marine life 
is safe from the threat of killing and habitats are 
protected from destructive activities. 

As valuable as those strongly protected MPAs are, 
they are not strategically assembled. In addition, 
many of the world’s nearly 11,000 MPAs are weakly 
protected by existing rules and have limited biological 
utility. There is an urgent need to dramatically 
accelerate protection of marine life and safeguard 
against mass extinction. At the 2016 World 
Conservation Congress, the International Union 
for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) adopted a 
resolution calling on nations to protect 30% of our 
oceans in effective MPAs. 

The benefits of protecting places for marine life to 
thrive will spill over into nearby areas. Overfished 
species will rebound, ensuring future food security. 
Ecosystems will recover and be more resilient to 
climate change and damaging pollution will be 
reduced. But to realize those benefits, MPAs must be 
carefully sited and managed.

Realizing that ambitious goal in time to safeguard 
marine biodiversity requires a fundamental change 
in our approach to marine conservation. GLORES 
encourages a strategic, science-based approach to 
creating the right refuges in the right places--from 
polar zones to tropical waters, from estuaries and 
intertidal zones to open ocean.

The GLORES vision is a worldwide diversified 
portfolio of marine reserves in every biogeographic 
region that, as a system, focuses on protecting 
the right 30% of the global ocean to maintain its 
resiliency.
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Global Ocean Refuge System
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Any MPA that meets GLORES’ science-based standards qualifies for a GLORES award and inclusion in the 
Global Ocean Refuge System. Becoming a Global Ocean Refuge is a four-step process that begins when a site is 
nominated.

How GLORES works

GLORES staff write 
evaluation report

Site managers contacted for 
outreach and contributions 

Public comment elicited via 
GLORES website 

Site evaluation and public 
comments forwarded to 
GLORES Science Council

2
EVALUATION

Sites earning a GLORES 
award are recognized 
and promoted by 
GLORES partners

4
AWARD

GLORES Science 
Council decides
site award status 

3
DECISION

GLORES

SCIENCE COUNCIL

Site nominated 
through online platform;
globaloceanrefuge.org

1
NOMINATION

AUDIT

Regular 
site audits occur 

every 5 years and may 
be triggered by new 

information 
or site changes
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GLOBAL

SYSTEM
Ocean Refuge

GLORES
Global Ocean Refuge System

Catalyzing accelerated marine protection 
globally 

Last year was an exciting one for ocean protection. 
More progress was made in establishing marine 
protected areas (MPAs) in 2016 than any previous 
year with nations committed to protecting close 
to 11,ooo,ooo sq. km of the ocean. The total area 
of the ocean now protected is close to 3%, but this 
figure does not account for the varying quality of 
protections; many areas do not prohibit extractive 
activities and as a result provide only limited success 
in recovering marine wildlife. 

Even with this progress, the vast number of marine 
protected areas are, at best, marginally contributing 
to biodiversity conservation. With our strategic 
initiative – the Global Ocean Refuge System 
(GLORES) – we are working to maintain and recover 
marine biodiversity and the benefits a healthy ocean 
provides for human beings. GLORES provides 
an incentive structure to improve the quality of 
marine protected areas and upscale the rate of their 
implementation. 

Implementing the Global Ocean Refuge System 
will accelerate protection and help people regain 
the benefits of healthy oceans, including bountiful 
seafood, recreational and travel opportunities, 
increased abundance and diversity of wildlife, high 
paying jobs, and strong coastal economies. 

Dr. Sarah Hameed contributed greatly to finalizing 
the criteria for Global Ocean Refuges. We hosted 
an expert workshop at the International Marine 
Conservation Congress in St. Johns, Newfoundland 
to finalize the science criteria for Global Ocean 
Refuges.

As mentioned earlier, we are especially excited 
about this coming year because we will announce 
the first round of Global Ocean Refuges at the 4th 
International Marine Protected Areas Congress 
this fall. We will start the next phase of the Global 
Ocean Refuge System by operationalizing the process 
of reaching out to marine protected areas around 
the world, reviewing and vetting sites with our 
international GLORES Science Council, partnering 
with other conservation groups to promote Global 
Ocean Refuges, and working with sites to ensure 
effective biodiversity conservation.

GLORES Partners

Partners are key to GLORES’ success. Conservation 
organizations, businesses, scientists as well as 
ordinary citizens are supporting GLORES and 
helping us build a movement for fully protected 
marine reserves.  Partners help identify worthy 
MPAs, communicate the value of ocean protection 
and collaborate with the GLORES team to help 
support and celebrate effective protected areas that 
win GLORES awards. Partners are vital to ensuring 
the integrity of these sites and helping support 
effective management and enforcement.
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“When we first got started in the creation of these large marine protected areas, one of the 
problems was, nobody knew what percentage of the ocean was actually protected. So, working 
together with Marine Conservation Institute, we created MPAtlas.org. It tracks around 11,000 plus 
marine protected areas around the world right now.”

~ Ted Waitt 
Founder and Board Chairman, Waitt Foundation

& MPAtlas.org Investor
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Through MPAtlas.org we provide key statistics 
for several monuments and MPA campaigns. For 
example, during the Our Ocean conference at 
the State Department, Dr. Enric Sala, National 
Geographic Explorer-in-Residence, used our maps 
and data during his keynote address and we reported 
all MPA commitments and announcements as they 
happened.

• We conducted a detailed marine protected area 
analysis of North America - “Dare to be Deep: 
SeaStates North America”, a comprehensive 
continental scale assessment of North American 
MPA coverage (ie., Mexico, U.S., Canada). This 
report received national coverage. See here: 
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/
jun/01/northamericaoceanpreservationtargetreport

• With Ocean Unite, we cohosted “Opportunities 
to Scale Up Collaboration on Marine Reserves” 
in Washington D.C. to address how the world 
can achieve 30% MPA coverage by 2030. That 
3-day workshop involved several dozen U.S. 
and international NGOs and laid out a detailed 
roadmap for expanding MPA coverage around the 
U.S. and elsewhere.

World Conservation Congress

We successfully advocated at the World Conservation 
Congress with a number of NGOs, including AVAAZ 
and Pew, at the World Conservation Congress for 
a resolution to protect 30% of the ocean that won 
overwhelming support despite resistance from 
several key nations and interest groups. We similarly 
advocated for a motion to encourage the United 
Nations to establish protections for the high seas. 

We published a blog on these motions (49 and 53): 
https://blog.marineconservation.org/2016/09/
planetatacrossroads.html

Conservation for the High Seas

We supported the High Seas Alliance at the United 
Nations preparatory committee meeting by making a 
presentation on the status of MPAs and the need for 
more and stronger measures to protect biodiversity 
and maintain resilience in our seas. 

We also supported the Alliance’s efforts with 
an online interactive map of the high seas, 
available at http://www.mpatlas.org/data/
highseasonlinemapper/

Working with the Deep-Sea Conservation Coalition 
we published a report on progress to address the 
impacts of bottom trawling in the high seas 
http://www.savethehighseas.org/publicdocs/DSCC-
Review-2016_Launch-29-July.pdf and support work 
on deep sea mining.

Advancing Marine Protected Areas 
Globally
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“Nothing I’ve seen in my 38 years as a conservation professional can do as much to maintain 
life in our world’s seas as the Global Ocean Refuge System (GLORES).  It is the best answer for a 
world becoming increasingly hostile to marine and human life.”

~ Dr. Elliott Norse 
Marine Conservation Insitute’s Founder 

Board Member & GLORES Science Council member
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We played an extremely active role with our scientific 
expertise, outreach to supporters, and social 
media efforts in advocating for new monument 
designations by President Obama before he left office. 
Together with our partners at the National Ocean 
Protection Coalition, of which we were a founding 
member, we achieved one new marine national 
monument in New England waters and a vastly 
expanded monument in the Northwest Hawaiian 
Islands – Papahānaumokuākea Marine National 
Monument.  Thanks to our coalition’s efforts, 
Papahānaumokuākea is now the largest “no-take” 
marine reserve in the world, 583,000 sq miles, more 
than two times the size of Texas. 

We cofounded the California Seamount Coalition 
to protect deep-sea ecosystems with Surfrider 
Foundation and Wildcoast. To improve the health 
of California’s beloved marine environment, the 
Coalition sought protection for fragile and biodiverse 
deep-sea coral and hydrothermal vent communities. 
With funding support from the David and Lucile 
Packard Foundation, we researched and synthesized 
information on the vibrant deep-sea ecosystems off 
the California coast, and used that information to 
launch a campaign advocating for protection of 9 
offshore areas in the federal waters off California. 
http://www.californiaseamounts.org/wp-content/
uploads/2016/06/seamount-2pager-a.pdf

That report and other efforts spurred federal 
legislation to protect these vulnerable areas. 
H.R. 5797http://www.californiaseamounts.
org/2016/07/19/federal-leaders-introduce-bill-to-
protect-seamounts-off-california/

Why the California Seamounts?
The deep waters off California’s coastline are home 
to an exceptional array of seamounts, ridges and 
banks that host diverse marine wildlife and habitat, 
as well as extraordinary geological features. Those 
ancient islands, underwater volcanoes, and deep-
sea mountain ranges support extraordinarily high 
productivity and host relatively large concentrations 
of a variety of species. 

Endangered fin and blue whales and white abalone, 
unique angler fish and sea jellies, and rare deep-
water corals and sponges are just some of the species 

that rely on those valuable bottom habitats. They 
attract a remarkable variety of migratory predators, 
such as sharks, tuna, billfishes, seabirds, and 
endangered sea turtles, which congregate to fuel up 
on the food produced by nutrient-rich upwelling 
currents. Additionally, those areas house some of 
the only hydrothermal vent systems in continental 
U.S. waters. Hydrothermal vents are fissures in the 
deep ocean where clouds of superheated gases and 
mineral rich water emerge from deep underground 
and support unique, dense communities of animals 
well-adapted to this harsh environment. 

Marine scientists and conservation organizations 
have long noted the scientific significance of these 
special places. Protected, the seamounts, ridges, and 
banks can serve as refuges and centers of resilience 
for a unique array of species and habitats in the face 
of human activities that alter the seabed, as well as 
climate change and ocean acidification. 

What Are The Threats?
Although those remote areas are offshore and 
relatively far from coastal populations—they range 
from 45 to 185 miles from California’s coastline—they 
are not exempt from human impacts. While state and 
federal data show that fishing on most of those sites 
are minimal, and the Pacific Fishery Management 
Council has prohibited bottom trawling at many 
of those unique geological features, they still allow 
damaging, bottom-tending gear such as traps and 
longlines. The deep-sea is also being explored for oil 
and gas, precious metals, and minerals. Industrial 
extraction at, or adjacent to, those underwater 
mountain ranges would destroy unique habitats and 
the fragile food webs that rely upon them.  

An Opportunity for Protection 
Taken together, the biological and geological 
treasures found within California’s seamounts, 
ridges, and banks have significant scientific 
importance and warrant additional protection. 
Long-term, deep-sea protections would complement 
California’s landmark coastal network of marine 
protected areas established in 2012 and the marine 
sanctuaries off the California coast by connecting 
nearshore and offshore habitats. That comprehensive  
approach would leave a powerful legacy of ocean 
protection for future generations.

Securing New Protection of U.S. 
Waters
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“Marine Conservation Institute is a ‘lean and mean’ organization, with a focus on applying every 
possible cent of its income to its mission of securing permanent, strong protection for the oceans’ 
most important places.”

~ Burgess J.W. Raby, JD, Principal, Raby Law Office
Marine Conservation Insitute’s Board Member & Treasurer
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Financial Statement
Calendar Year ending December 31, 2016
Unaudited 

REVENUES                      2016 
                     
Grants & Contracts                 $ 919,964

Contributions                $ 167,799
 
In-kind Goods & Services             $ 18,184
 
Other Revenues                                          $ 10,912
 
TOTAL REVENUES                     $ 1,116,860

Prior Years’ Funds for 2016           $ 113,783

TOTAL SUPPORT & 
REVENUE            $ 1,230,643

EXPENSES           2016     
   
Program Services             $ 680,388

Management & Administration         $ 156,233

Fundraising               $  174,847 

TOTAL EXPENSES         $ 1,011,458  
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Revenues

Grants & Contracts
75%

Contributions
14% 1%

In-kind Goods 
& Services

Other 
Revenues

1%

Expenses Program 
Services

67%

Fundraising
17%

Management &
 Administration

15%
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Celebrating...
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Retirement of our founder: Dr. Elliott A. Norse

Marine Conservation Institute celebrated the 
retirement and remarkable career of Dr. Elliott Norse, 
founder of Marine Conservation Institute, after 
over 37 years of shaping the science and policy of 
conservation.
 
Dr. Carl Safina, a renowned ecologist and 
conservationist, recounted his experience with 
Dr. Norse: “Elliott was there at the beginning of 
the conservation groups’ involvement in ocean 
conservation work. He’s always been a thought-leader, 
solution-oriented, and almost dismayingly upbeat and 
positive about prospects for winning on big items such 
as trawling bans and protected areas.”

Elliott  will continue to be a part of our family and 
provide us with his expertise in marine conservation 
and advise us on our major initiative, the Global 
Ocean Refuge System. 



...20 years of Ocean Protection

20th Anniversary Celebration

Marine Conservation Institute’s celebration was a 
fantastic event. We were so excited to welcome everyone 
to our 20th Anniversary Celebration in San Francisco’s 
gorgeous General’s Residence at Fort Mason. The younger 
generations representing Heirs To Our Oceans and Racing 
with Copepods stole attendees’ hearts throughout the 
evening and were “over the moon” to learn about the 
Global Ocean Refuge System. The young guests spent time 
talking with Dr. Sylvia Earle, Dr. Lance Morgan, and  Dr. 
Elliott Norse about the different ways to save the planet’s 
oceans. 

We were thrilled to have partners in attendance such as 
Mission Blue, Waves Not Plastic, International Ocean 
Film Festival, Ocean Conservation Research, Reef Check, 
Aquarium of the Bay, Esri, and others.

We also were grateful to have foundation supporters in 
attendance such as the Arntz Family Foundation, the 
Prince Albert of Monaco Foundation, and other private 
funders from the Bay Area.

Chef Gordon Drysdale and the Scoma’s team delighted 
us with succulent food and beverage sponsors included 
Lagunitas, Sierra Nevada, Trumer Pilsner, Foxcraft Hard 
cider, Deux Punk Wines, Bos Wine.

Décor was provided by Schwartz and Associates Landscape 
Architecture and designed by salty blue designs. Awards 
were sustainably made by Ted Emrick & his daughter 
Sierra Emrick. Photography by Aleksey Bochkovsky & Joao 
Gomez.

A local band HowellDevine did an amazing job 
entertaining all guests. The event was organized by June 
Barnard.

Our newest board member Catherine Yrisarri invited a 
group of ocean advocates and friends including Drew 
Stephens with Esri, Joe Robinson, Dr. Rob Gorski, Chris 
Mathias, Wetherbee Dorshow, Mona Palocca & Kimokeo 
Kapahulehua.

The event was additionally supported in-kind by other 
organizations. Our silent auction was brought by 
CamelBak, Patagonia, Arcteryx, salty blue designs, SF Bay 
Adventures, SandCloud Towels, Borndiver, Karima Cherif, 
Angela Morgan’s Jams, Fox Craft cider, and Barbara 
McVeigh, book writer and filmmaker.
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“In terms of the ecological landscape — the oceans under this blue veil house ecosystems that 
feed the world, harbor natural regulating cycles for storms and our global temperatures and at its 
most primal - is the origin of life.  Our planet and we cannot exist without Her.”

~ Catherine Yrisarri, Owner/Director, See Why Projects 
& Marine Conservation Institute’s Board Member
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Our deepest gratitude to the following individuals, foundations and corporations for their generous support 
and investment in us for 2016.  We acknowledge the individuals listed below and those who wish to remain 
anonymous. 

$100,000 & above
Marisla Foundation
Waitt Foundation

$10,000 to $99,999
Ann and Gordon Getty   
  Foundation
Anonymous
Arntz Family Foundation
Benevity Community 
  Impact Fund
Craigslist Charitable Fund
Benjamin C. Hammett
Keith Campbell 
  Foundation for the 
  Environment
Louis H. & Ethel S. 
  Magier
Moore Family Foundation
Naomi and Nehemiah   
  Cohen Foundation
Oceans 5
David and Lucile Packard   
  Foundation
Patagonia Foundation
Paul M. Angell Family 
  Foundation
Tamaki Foundation
Winslow Foundation

$1,000 to $9,999
ARIA Foundation
June Barnard
Baum Foundation
Brandon Driscoll-
  Luttringer
In-Depth Strategies, LLC
Joy Dryden
Timothy Evnin
Garland & Brenda Reiter 
  Family Foundation
David Johns
Murray & Jeanie Kilgour
Julie Blunden & 
  Robert Morgan
Gail Osherenko & 
  Oran Young

Osherenko-Young 
  Foundation
Pharaoh C Thompson  
  Foundation
Quil Ceda Village 
  Tulalip Tribe
Matthew Rand
Sand Cloud
Scoma’s Restaurant, Inc.*
The Ocean Foundation
The Sahsen Fund
Shanon Tysland
Nathalie Udo & 
Thomas Watt
Jonathan Yaqub

$100 to $999
Gaby Adam
Amazon
Anonymous
Julie Arntz
AT&T
Vicki Athans
Shirley Austin-Peeke
Bianca Bahman
Melissa Beers
Ana Blanco
Boeing Employees 
  Community
Rand Bradley
Michael Bryan
Buffalo Exchange
Canadian Mattress 
  Recycling Inc.
Karima Cherif
Linda Cohn
Congregation Beth Am
Crestview United 
  Methodist Church
John Davis
Shelley diTommaso
Diana Djoneva
Karen Dodge
Andrea Dooley
Caro Dratva
Gene Duvernoy
Sylvia A. Earle

Martin Eriksson
Leslie Field
Jacob Freeman
Robert Gelb
Stefanie Ginster
Petra Gojun
David Goldman
David K. Gordon
Michael Gravitz
Denise Griffing
Catherine Gutman
Kevin Hathaway
Nancy Hathaway
Autumn Hathaway
Heirs to Our Oceans
Judith Helfand
Tessa Hill
Pete Holmes
Steven House
Tim Houston
Jessica Hung
Erin Hyun
IanFitness
Paul Iverson
Jarrod Jacobi
Leonard Kapahulehua
Elizabeth Kawalek
Robert Kepka
Parker Key-Wynne
Ryan Kim
Margo Kleinfeld
Lauren Krizel
David Lacklen
Dale Larson
Steven M. Levine
Lance & Angela Morgan
Jon McClintock
Mike McGonagle
John & Gloria McManus
Barbara McVeigh
Fabio Melloni
Middle Road Foundation
Ryan Miller
Microsoft Corporation
Ivana Nolke
Elliott & Irene Norse
Nicole O’Keeffe

Steve Olson
Teresa Parodi
Lois Price
ProductOps
Nancy Putnam
Raby Law Office
Sandra Radovic
Renewable Energy 
  Systems Americas Inc.
Sonja C. Rohde
Kevin Rosser
Erin Russell
Jim Saccomanno
Nick & Mel Sang
Frederic Sater
Isis Schwartz
Suzanne Scott
Claire Seekins
Judith Serkissian
Karen Sinclair
John Smith
Stephen Spaulding
Toni Antongeorgi Stanek
Startup Happiness*
Phil Stevens
Sarah B. Stewart
Megan Struthers
Keith & Linda Swanson
Michele Taipale
Bryan Temmermand
Vanessa Vick
WA Combined 
  Fund Drive
Dawn Wright
Peter Wurtz
Catherine Yrisarri
Aubrey Zoli
Loretta Zweig

*In-Kind Services

Donors
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“I guess the best way to think about GLORES is it’s a life-sustaining, life support system. It doesn’t 
matter where you live on planet Earth, every second breath you take comes to you courtesy of a 
living ocean.”

~ Cristina Mittermeier 
Executive Director & Co-founder, Sea Legacy

GLORES Partner Photographer
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The Ocean Guardians are generous individuals who committed to make an annual donation of $1,000 or more 
in 2016 in support of Marine Conservation Institute’s mission to secure permanent, strong protection for the 
oceans’ most important places – for us and future generations.

Joy Dryden
Timothy Evnin

Benjamin C. Hammett
David Johns

Murray & Jeanie Kilgour
Louis H. & Ethel S. Magier

Julie Blunden & Robert Morgan
Lance & Angela Morgan

Elliott & Irene Norse
Gail Osherenko & Oran Young

Burgess J.W. Raby
Matthew Rand

Shanon Tysland
Nathalie Udo & Thomas Watt

Jonathan Yaqub

Special Ocean Guardian Legacy Recognition

We are saddened by the loss of these Ocean Guardians who left behind a legacy in support of Marine 
Conservation Institute’s mission. Even in your absence your legacy lives on. 

With our deepest gratitude to: 

Harman “Van” Peeke

Ocean Guardians
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“We love the emphasis on location, location, location (!) in developing a diversified portfolio of 
strongly protected, well-enforced marine protected areas, well connected to other area-based 
conservation measures, and thus integrated into wider and healthier seascapes and landscapes.”

~ Dr. Dawn Wright, Chief Scientist, Esri 
& MPAtlas.org/GLORES partner
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Non-profit Partners:

Mission Blue
Turtle Island Restoration Network

SeaLegacy
Ocean Unite

Marine Geomatics Research Lab
Deep Ocean Exploration and Research

Global Conservation
Global Ocean Trust
Pacific Environment

Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society
MarViva

One World One Ocean
See Why Projects

SkyTruth

Travel/Tourism and 
Ocean Sports Industries

Alaska Airlines
Gill

Holland America Line 
Sand Cloud

Meaningful Trip
SCUBAPRO

Seabourn
Un-Cruise Adventures
Wildland Adventures

ExpeditionTrips

Our Supporters & Partners

We are also grateful for outstanding photographers and videographers 
who offered their wonderful partnerships with us:

Clinton Bauder | Metridium Fields
Susan Bird | Way of the Whale

Blue Chalk Media
Andy Brandy Casagrande IV, Emma Johanna Casagrande and Ace Casagrande

David Doubilet and Jennifer Hayes | Undersea Images Inc
Cristian Dimitrius Photography

Daniel Fox
Kai Matthes Photography

Susan Middleton Photography
Cristina Mittermeier | SeaLegacy

Paul Nicklen | SeaLegacy
Joe Platko Photography

Brian Skerry Photography
See Why Projects

Their gorgeous work is an important part of our outreach.
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David Johns, JD 
Chair

Portland State University 
Adjunct Professor of 

Political Science 

Sylvia A. Earle, PhD
National Geographic,

Explorer-in-Residence
Mission Blue, Founder

Elliott A. Norse, PhD
Founder & Senior GLORES 

Advisor  
Marine Conservation Institute

Les Watling, PhD
University of Maine School of 

Marine Science 
Professor of Biological 

Oceanography

Nathalie Udo
Vice Chair

President and Founder 
In-Depth Strategies

James C.Greenwood
 (Director Emeritus) 
Biotechnology Industry 

Organization 
President and CEO

Steve Olson, MS
Vice President Association of Zoos 
and Aquariums, Federal Relations

Catherine Yrisarri
See Why Projects 

Founder

Burgess J.W. Raby, JD
Treasurer & 

Audit Committee Chair
Principal

Raby Law Office

Lance Morgan, PhD
President and CEO

Marine Conservation Institute

Gail Osherenko, JD
University of California 

Santa Barbara,  
Marine Science Institute, 

Project Scientist

Advisors
Michael Sutton

Board Advisor 
Chair of COMPASS &

 Ocean Champions

© Marine Conservation Institute

Board of Directors
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Carolina Dratva
Director of Development

Dr. John Guinotte
Marine Biogeographer

Beth Pike
Conservation Scientist &

MPAtlas.org Database Manager

Dr. Samuel Georgian
Marine Biogeographer

Dr. Sarah O. Hameed
Postdoctoral Fellow

Russell Moffitt
Ocean Conservation Analyst & 
MPAtlas.org Program Manager

Mike Gravitz
Director of Policy & Legislation

Joan Inge
 Director of Finance & 

Administration

Vienna Saccomanno
Director of Communications & 

Conservation Projects Coordinator

Dr. Lance E. Morgan
President & CEO

Dr. Elliott A. Norse
Founder & Chief Scientist

Dr. Sandra Brooke
Senior Conservation Fellow

Lucia Davids
Communications Intern

Dr. Healy Hamilton
Senior Research Fellow

Mira Kajo
Communications Intern

Shelly Magier
 Conservation Science Fellow

Marissa McBride
Communications Intern

Kate Connors
MPAtlas Intern

Bernd Geels
Ocean Policy Intern

Suzanne Hillcoat
Conservation Development Fellow

Jordan Macke
Communications Fellow

Dr. Sara Maxwell
Research Fellow

Tiana Wu
MPAtlas Intern

Special Gratitude to our Amazing Fellows & 
Volunteer Fellows & Interns

Staff & Volunteers



www.marine-conservation.org
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